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Water lilies, ponds, a Japanese footbridge and blankets of glorious flowers: nothing evokes Claude
Monet s Impressionist paintings quite like images from his garden at Giverny, about 50 miles
northwest of Paris. Living there for nearly forty-three years, Monet (1840-1926) discovered a
profound source of artistic renewal in his garden, a motif he would paint for the rest of his life.
Monet s passions for horticulture and colour drove him to plan his gardens like a veritable work of
art. He designed a garden with elegant paths, graced with arching metal trellises and bordered with
Japanese apricot and cherry blossom trees. He then set out flowerbeds with literally thousands of
bulbs and flowers, including daffodils, irises, narcissuses, poppies, peonies and tulips. In 1893, Monet
purchased a plot of land from his next-door neighbour. By diverting a nearby stream, he created a
pond there, which he planted with water lilies and dubbed the water garden (le jardin d eau). His
finishing touch for the pond was an exquisite Japanese bridge painted bright green and festooned
with lilac vines. In 1897, he began painting his water lilies series, the...
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Reviews
This publication is wonderful. It really is rally interesting throgh reading period of time. I am just very easily will get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Roma Little
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea Leg r os V
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